APPLICATIONS OF SAR DATA TO ESTIMATE FOREST BIOPHYSICAL VARIABLES IN BRAZIL


HIGHLIGHTS

Increasing number of articles presenting the use SAR remote sensing for forestry studies in Brazil.

Most of articles presenting the use SAR remote sensing for forestry studies have Brazilian Amazonia as study site or Eucaliptus plantations elsewhere.

L and P bands data are the most indicated for biomass estimates, although still subject to the backscatter saturation effect.

Polarimetric and interferometric studies are becoming a reality with adequate free SAR data and processing systems available.

ABSTRACT

The use of SAR images has been highlighted in scientific research focused on forest data collection worldwide. Thus, the present work aimed at gathering studies turned to the application of SAR images to obtain biophysical variables of forests in Brazil. Based on studies published in recognized databases, a growing amount of publications over time was observed with more focus on researches made mainly in Amazonian biome, followed by planted forests with eucalyptus destined to wood production. Most works were made based on airborne radar data, followed by ALOS/PALSAR and JERS-1 orbital data. It is remarkable the scientific knowledge produced using radar data from Brazilian forests, demonstrating that this technology is an other tool for studies and applications in Forestry Sciences that can assist in the country’s forestry management. Nevertheless, the need of studies on the several forest typologies across Brazil was evidenced, along with the lack of research related to radar use to estimate biophysical variables in caatinga and Atlantic Forest biomes.
INTRODUCTION

Remote systems based on transmission and reception of echoes (backscattering) using electromagnetic radiation in the microwave regions are active sensors called radars, which can present real aperture (RAR) or synthetic aperture (SAR). This latter is widely used, and its response is determined by the sensor parameters (angle of incidence, polarization and incident wave frequency) and the object characteristics (dielectric constant, roughness and geometry) (KUPLICH, 2003).

The interaction of microwave radiation with vegetation is highly related to the wavelength used, which is inversely proportional to the system operation frequency, varying basically from band X (~ 3 cm), C (~ 6 cm), S (~ 15 cm), L (~ 24 cm) to band P (~ 69 cm), and, the longer the microwave length, the greater it penetrates the vegetation canopy (Figure 1a) (KAASALAINEN et al., 2015).

The SAR system parameters and object characteristics influence backscattering mechanisms, which can be: single bounce (specular reflection), double bounce (adjacent smooth surfaces) or volumetric (non homogeneous forest canopy and stems) (JOSHI et al., 2015). Therefore, the backscattered signal can have different sources as it reaches each part of vegetation structure and the soil (Figure 1b), which is decisive for studies with forestry.

Each type of vegetation has a specific structure that will interact differently with SAR microwaves, when identifying different succession stages of the Amazon Forest (SANTOS and GONÇALVES, 2009). The polarization of the SAR signal, which refers to the orientation of the electric field emitted and received by the SAR sensor in the vertical (V) or horizontal (H) axis, and can be co-polarized (VV and HH - emitted and received vertically or horizontally, respectively), or cross-polarized (VH, and HV - emitted in one orientation and received in another), will have a great effect on the signal backscattered by vegetation (SOUZA et al., 2019). When additional information from backscattering phase is available, the magnitude of the polarimetric response makes possible the characterization of the objects scattering mechanisms as well (GARCIA et al., 2012).

Many applications of SAR data for forest studies can be found in the literature and, to cite a few: forest biomass estimates (LUCKMAN et al., 1997; SANTOS et al., 2002; BISPO et al., 2014; BERNINGER et al., 2018; NINGTHOUJAM et al., 2018; DEBASTIANI et al., 2019); height or volume estimates (KUMAR et al., 2017; TRIER et al., 2018; GAO et al., 2018; SANTORO et al., 2018); phenology (KIMBALL et al., 2004; DOSTALOVÁ et al., 2018; RUETSCHI et al., 2018; KOYAMA et al., 2019) and detection of flooded forest (RICHARDS et al., 1987; HESS et al., 1990; TSYGANSKAYA et al., 2018; RESENDE et al., 2019).

FIGURE 1 (a) Penetration of the C and L bands wavelenght in the forest canopy. Source: (OMAR et al., 2017). (b) Geometry of a forest canopy and scattering components: 1, soil surface scattering; 2, leaf volume scattering; 3, branch volume scattering; 4, trunk volume scattering; 5, leaf-soil interaction; 6, branch-soil interaction; 7, trunk-soil interaction. Source: (WANG and QI, 2008).
Since in Brazil there is no review of radar applications in forestry sciences, and due to the existence of several biomes with different vegetation types and associated ecosystems, it is useful to survey the amount and type of researches already made on this theme. Also, the availability of free SAR orbital data (such as Sentinel 1A/B, launched by the European Space Agency) encouraged the SAR scientific community to work with these data. The different experiences obtained with SAR studies in Brazilian forests can be used as basis to guide future researches. So, the objective of the present work was to group part of the scientific knowledge generated on the estimate of forest biophysical variables in Brazil based on the application of SAR remote sensing.

RADAR APPLICATIONS AND FOREST BIOPHYSICAL DATA IN BRAZIL

Brazil has six biomes across its territory, namely: Amazon, Caatinga, Cerrado, Atlantic Forest, Pampa and Pantanal, which present environments with distinct characteristics and vegetation types. In addition, there are to ecosystems associated to mangrove and sandbanks, included in the Atlantic Forest coverage area (MMA, 2018).

Due to the availability of new SAR systems and images, the number of studies with SAR data for vegetation monitoring and inventory has grown, mainly where the percent of cloud coverage is high and constant as in tropical areas (BISPO et al., 2012). Research databases such as Elsevier, ScienceDirect, Springer, Web of Science, Taylor and Francis Online, Google Scholar and MDPI, over time, showed an increasing number of publications with applications of SAR data in forests of Brazil. Most publications started by the end of 1990s and there is an increasing number of studies from this decade and specially a higher number of works published in 2019 (Figure 2a).

Moreover, among these publications, it was observed a significant number of studies in the Amazonian region, followed by application in eucalyptus plantations (Figure 2b). With regard to the SAR sensors most used, it was observed high use of airborne SAR sensors, while at orbital level, ALOS/PALSAR followed by JERS-1 were the most applied (Figure 2c).

Luckman et al. (1997) assessed JERS-1, ERS-1 and SIR-C L and C bands to estimate biomass density in Amazon forest, observing that L band backscattering saturates around 60 ton/ha. These authors highlighted the limitation of biomass estimates due to the saturation on the biomass/backscatter relationship that occurs at different levels, depending on the SAR wavelength. L band, presented better performance for biomass estimate when compared to C band and, in general, the longer the wavelength, more precise is the estimate of forest biomass (or higher is the saturation point), and therefore the microwaves longest bands (L and P) were the most applied by the researchers in the forests throughout Brazil (Table 1).

Backscatter signal saturation was also observed by Bitencourt et al. (2007) when analyzing JERS-1 data in different vegetation types of the Cerrado biome (campo cerrado), highlighting the saturation point or detection limit of biomass estimation for L band ranging from 100 to 120 t/ha. Nevertheless, they found a good coefficient of determination to estimate above-ground woody biomass ($R^2 = 0.87$). Using these same data, Luckman et al. (1998) based on temporal series and field data in Amazonia, specifically in Tapajós and Manaus, developed a semi-empirical method to obtain biomass density in forests in regeneration/succession, analyzing sources of errors and generating well quantified confidence limits.

Some studies also showed association of SAR and optical data, as in Santos et al. (2002) that used JERS-1 (Japanese Earth Resources Satellite) SAR data and Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) optical data to estimate Cerrado and other forest formations biomass in the frontier of Roraima and Mato Grosso states, suggesting that this is a promising method to assess such parameter in this vegetation transition zone. Cutler et al. (2012) also integrated JERS-1 data to Landsat/TM optical data
to estimate biomass, verifying that the best results were obtained with the radar texture associated with optical bands. Kuplich (2006) also used fused SIR-C SAR and optical data to estimate regenerating (secondary) forest ages in Amazonia, stating that SAR texture measures are essential for this task. Foody et al. (1997) also worked with regenerating forests and found good results for biomass estimates using the backscatter ratio $L_{HH}/C_{HV}$ with SIR C SAR data.

Gonçalves et al. (2011) investigated the potential use of polarimetry to estimate wood volume in Tapajós National Forest, Brazilian Amazonia, using SAR-R99B airborne system, based on coherent and incoherent polarimetric attributes. The authors concluded that these data can be used to quantify volume and consequently woody biomass of forests, with accuracy similar to that obtained in traditional inventories made in the field. However, they also observed the effect of saturation in the model’s estimate.

Salas et al. (2002) indicated environmental conditions (for example: moisture content of soil and vegetation) as influencers in biomass estimate variability while analyzing regenerating forests in Rondônia state, pointing out that this variation does not result from speckle (SAR images inherent noise) or from the texture of the vegetation itself.

Santos et al. (2003) tested polynomial and logarithm functions to estimate biomass at the Tapajós National Forest and concluded that horizontal and crossed polarizations (HH and HV) were adequate...
for that task. Santos et al. (2006), on the other hand, obtained a moderate performance in estimating biomass data from Amazon forest in a different region, with a higher relationship in HH polarization than that with data obtained with HV.

Narvaez et al. (2010) tested polarimetric attributes of L band collected by R99-B/SIPAM airborne sensor, not only to relate with aboveground biomass of Tapajós National Forest, but to estimate biophysical parameters such as height, diameter, basal area and density. They concluded that "height" variable showed higher association to backscattering values, indicating that the larger the trees, the higher the backscatter, depending on the polarization and incidence angle.

Neeff et al. (2005) modeled interferometric height and backscattering in Amazon tropical forest with airborne P band SAR data. High correlation was found in biomass estimate ($r^2 = 0.89$) based on information from backscattering and interferometric height. Sambatti et al. (2012) added interferometric technique to aboveground biomass estimate of Amazonian forest in Paragominas region, based on bands with different levels of canopy penetration (P and X) of airborne SAR. The authors assessed backscattering and interferometric variables of each forest class and observed a good estimate ($r^2 = 0.82$) using interferometric height and P band HV and VV polarizations.

Treuhaft et al. (2017) used TanDEM-X radar interferometry and obtained a proportional relation of aboveground biomass rate and phase height, suggesting that combination of X and L bands could be used as well as LiDAR data to assess biomass dynamics and vegetation structure of Tapajós National Forest. Treuhaft et al. (2015) also used TanDEM-X’s X band interferometry to estimate forest biomass in Tapajós National Forest and observed distortion between 29% and 35% of average biomass, indicating that the use of multiple polarizations and alternative estimate models can provide better results. Bispo et al. (2019) also applied the interferometric technique (InSAR) using TanDEM-X with the aid of LiDAR data to map successional stages of the forest from the estimation of its height, achieving an accuracy of about 80%.

Kuplich et al. (2000) analyzed the relation of JERS-1 images’ backscattering with biomass of regenerating forests with different origins (block-logged and selectively logged). They concluded that young regenerating forests following block-logging (clear-cut) are more prone to be detected by L band SAR data. Kuplich et al. (2005) related SAR images’ texture to biomass of regenerating tropical forest in the Brazilian Amazonia, next to Manaus and Santarém cities, and simulated images with seven texture measures. Contrast texture measure, derivated from the Gray-Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM), using JERS-1 L band, was the one that contributed most to the accuracy increase in forest biomass estimates.

Pereira et al. (2018) also observed the higher accuracy of ALOS/PALSAR’s L band in Amazonia forest biomass estimate when compared to RADARSAT-2 and TerraSAR-X C and X bands, respectively. The authors identified ALOS/PALSAR’s L band high potential to support estimates of structural attributes of floodplain forest. They obtained the higher accurate estimates from the proportion of volumetric scattering, and the difference of the first and second dominant phase between trihedral and dihedral scattering extracted, respectively, from polarimetric decomposition from Van Zyl and Touzi matrices.

Cougo et al. (2015) assessed RADARSAT-2 backscattering to model structural characteristics of regenerating mangrove Brazil’s North coast, and observed that HH and VV co-polarization produced highly accurate estimates with $r^2 = 0.81$ for average height, $r^2 = 0.79$ for DBH (diameter at breast height), $r^2 = 0.67$ for basal area and $r^2 = 0.79$ for above ground biomass (Figure 3). Pereira et al. (2016), on the other hand, observed stronger results in estimate of canopy height, average height and average DBH of mangrove using linear multiple regression based on incoherent attributes obtained by BMI (Biomass Index) and CSI (Canopy Structure Index) indices as explanatory variables for ALOS/PALSAR.

Cassol et al. (2019) while using ALOS/PALSAR-2 data in regenerating Amazonian forest observed strong relation between polarimetric attributes and structural parameters using multiple linear regression, also noticing that the forest biophysical variables presented positive correlation with volumetric scattering, and that the combination of multiple prediction variables with multiple linear regression models improved by 70% the estimate of aboveground biomass.

Huggannavar and Shetty (2020) applied various polarization combinations (HH + HV, HH - HV, HH + HV / HH - HV) of the ALOS / PALSAR L band and the NDVI vegetation index from Landsat 7 images to estimate above-ground biomass in an area of Paragominas, state of Pará. The authors observed that the individual data of each sensor (HV presented better sensitivity with an $R^2 = 0.559$, and the NDVI $R^2 = 0.2981$) offered a lower relation with the variable analyzed, since the empirical model obtained from multiple linear regression using the
combination NDVI and HH + HV produced an $R^2$ of 0.73 during calibration and 0.363 during validation. Among the polarization combinations, HH + HV presented the best performance ($R^2 = 0.6574$).

Martins et al. (2016) while assessing polarimetric attributes (coherent and incoherent) of ALOS/PALSAR, also using L band, at the North of Amazonia, concluded that anisotropy, double-bounce component, orientation angle, volume index, phase difference and backscattering coefficient were important to explain biomass through multiple regression analysis.

Bispo et al. (2014) used three models to biomass estimate in the Amazon forest. The first one involved exclusively polarimetric parameters data extracted from ALOS/PALSAR, the second one combined these same data with a cosine factor, and the third one integrated these data to geomorphometric variables obtained from SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission), and it was verified that this was the best model to estimate forest biomass. Still using SRTM data, Bispo et al. (2016) verified the hypothesis of geomorphometric characteristics being good predictors for primary forest structure in Amazonia. They associated SRTM data to basal area, height and average percent of canopy, and could observe better results for basal area modeling, with coefficient of determination of 0.52.

Silveira et al. (2019) also associated terrain data obtained from SRTM, using 14 variables to estimate above-ground biomass, also integrating environmental information and vegetation indexes (from Landsat-5 TM) and observed that the best model ($R^2 = 0.57$, and RMSE = 33.43 Mg/ha) was obtained by combining the 3 data types.

Debastiani et al. (2019) were one of the pioneers to use Sentinel-1 imagery to estimate above-ground biomass in the Amazon region, specifically in the Jamari National Forest, State of Rondônia, using not only SAR backscatter at VV and VH polarizations as well as texture metrics and the combination with vegetation indexes from Sentinel-2 optical data. The authors concluded that the use of Sentinel-1 C-band allowed to accurately quantify (RMSE = 23.9%) forest biophysical parameters, however, the integration of optical and texture data enabled an improvement in modeling when compared only with the SAR data, and the Random Tree algorithm was the model with best performance among the others evaluated.

Bourgoin et al. (2018) also used Sentinel-1 SAR data in conjunction with ALOS/PALSAR and Landsat and MODIS optical images to model above-ground biomass in degraded forest in the municipality of Paragominas, State of Pará. They concluded that radar data did not were sensitive enough to model the analyzed variable, indicating a time series approach which would provide more information about forest canopy characteristics. The authors also highlight the importance of image preprocessing steps, such as noise reduction through speckle filtering. Nevertheless, the generated model had an RMSE of 97.1 Mg.ha$^{-1}$, explaining 28% of variance, and verifying that 87% of the mapped forest is degraded.

Baghdadi et al. (2015) used ALOS/PALSAR images in eucalyptus plantations in São Paulo state and
observed that the use of plantation age along with SAR data slightly improved the results of forest biomass estimate, suggesting, therefore, the use of temporal series to predict this variable. Souza et al. (2019) tested support vector approach to estimate wood volume in a commercial Eucalyptus grandis plantation in eastern Minas Gerais State, and found that the Radial Basis Function was the most suitable kernel function for model development. The Support Vector Regression (SVR) model allowed the wood volume of eucalyptus plantations to be accurately predicted. In addition, they found that combining the AVNIR-2 (Advanced Visible and Near Infrared Radiometer) optical data with the L band in the polarization HV from ALOS/PALSAR produced the most accurate SVR model ($R^2 = 0.926$).

Still in the state of Minas Gerais, in the municipality of Diamantina, Reis et al. (2019) estimated the volume of eucalyptus cones (in plantations with E. urophylla and E. grandis) at different ages from Sentinel-1B data (VV and VH, VH/VV and VV/VH ratio, and the ratio (VH-VV)/2). They also used terrain attributes extracted from Digital Elevation Model DEM from ALOS/PALSAR with a spatial resolution of 12.5 m and Landsat-8 OLI multispectral imagery. Using the Random Forest machine learning algorithm it was found that the individual use of each data type did not provide accurate volume estimates, while integrating all data with the planting age improved the estimate (over 71%).

Gama et al. (2006) used interferometry and polarimetry with airborne X and P bands for estimate of biophysical parameters of populations of Eucalyptus grandis aiming at cellulose production in Pindamonhangaba, São Paulo State. The authors observed good prediction of tree diameter, commercial height and volume data, with determination indices ranging from 84 to 88% against forest inventory in field, indicating, therefore, the high potential of SAR interferometry to be used as support in inventories of large areas.

Gama et al. (2010a) using SAR interferometry in X and P bands, with different polarizations to generate elevation models (EM) and assess altimetric quality estimate in populations of Eucalyptus, observed that, in forest area, P band and particularly HH polarization suffer lower disturbance for interacting with the vegetation horizontal components instead of vertical components.

Gama et al. (2010b) by integrating polarimetry and interferometry modeled volume and biomass of Eucalyptus planted forests, observed a prediction error of around 10% for both variables using the models with combination of interferometric height and Canopy Scattering Index (CSI) which is obtained by the relation of backscatter coefficient ($\sigma^0$) VV by the sum of $\sigma^0_{VV}$ and $\sigma^0_{HH}$, using X and P band SAR and OrbiSAR-1 (airborne radar) sensor images. Gama et al. (2016) verified Eucalyptus sp. biophysical parameters using P and X bands, and concluded that it would be possible to use only X band interferometric survey, based on logHint variable, for the model of vegetation volume in annual volume estimates.

The use of SAR data can be useful in reducing costs to obtain biophysical information on forests. Gama et al. (2016) also mention reduction in costs of forest inventories using SAR interferometric surveys. The cost associated to obtaining of data on forests structure was also mentioned by Neeff et al. (2003) while analyzing the modeling of diameters of populations of different types of forest in Amazonia, indicating that it is possible to collect precise information on forest management and assessment of ecosystem at low cost.

Moreover, SAR image is relevant for the modeling of aboveground biomass with errors inferior to 20%, demonstrating the potential of use of SAR data and techniques to estimate biomass of natural and planted forests when compared to field inventory only, optimizing the survey of information in large areas with acceptable precision (Santos et al., 2014).

**CONCLUSIONS**

SAR data is now an important information source for forest studies in Brazil. Most of the studies reported here were done in Amazonia biome, probably due to the great utility of SAR data in a nearly constantly cloud-covered. Further studies are needed to verify the potential of SAR data for studies in the remaining biomes in Brazil.

L and P band SAR data, when available, are the most adequate for forest studies, when estimating biomass and forest biophysical variables and when simply mapping deforestation. SAR image texture is a strong ally to forest studies as it captures the spatial domain of the canopy, which is related to age and conservation status of the forest.

It is also important to highlight the limitations of using these type of data for the estimate of aboveground biomass, which may suffer saturation on the backscatter/biomass relationship and prevent estimates above certain levels, depending on the wavelength/band used. Also, limitations on the use of SAR data for forest studies can include few SAR systems proving free data (with less SAR parameters globally available), low temporal repeatability, small possibilities of time composite with optical data, limited area coverage, non-availability of...
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global-level coherent datasets of SAR, along with the general uncertainties that are involved in remote sensing (Sinha et al., 2015).

There is still a long way to go when using state of the art SAR polarimetry and interferometry techniques for forest studies, but the tendency is to see increasing number of works using these techniques, mainly because free SAR data such as Sentinel-1 are available. Also, SAR image processing systems are increasingly accessible. The integration of SAR and optical images is always useful for vegetation studies and also may appear in an increasing number of publications with the availability of high quality free orbital data.
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